Background: In electric-acoustic pitch matching experiments in patients with single-sided deafness and a cochlear implant, the observed "mismatch" between perceived pitch and predicted pitch, based on the amended Greenwood frequency map, ranges from -1 to -2 octaves. It is unknown if and how this mismatch differs for perimodiolar versus lateral wall electrode arrays. Objectives: We aimed to investigate if the type of electrode array design is of influence on the electric-acoustic pitch match. Method: Fourteen patients (n = 8 with CI422 + lateral wall electrode array, n = 6 with CI512 + perimodiolar electrode array; Cochlear Ltd.) compared the pitch of acoustic stimuli to the pitch of electric stimuli at two test sessions (average interval 4.3 months). We plotted these "pitch matches" per electrode contact against insertion angle, calculated from high-resolution computed tomography scans. The difference between these pitch matches and two references (the spiral ganglion map and the default frequency allocation by Cochlear Ltd.) was defined as "mismatch." Results: We found average mismatches of -2.2 octaves for the CI422 group and -1.3 octaves for the CI512 group. For any given electrode contact, the mismatch was smaller for the CI512 electrode array than for the CI422 electrode array. For all electrode contacts together, there was a significant difference between the mismatches of the two groups (p < 0.05). Results remained stable over time, with no significant difference between the two test sessions considering all electrode contacts. Neither group showed a significant correlation between the mismatch and phoneme recognition scores. Conclusion: The pitch mismatch was smaller for the perimodiolar electrode array than for the lateral wall electrode array.
Introduction
A cochlear implant (CI) is an auditory prosthesis that partially restores auditory input in case of a deafened cochlea. A CI has an electrode array, which is surgically placed in the cochlea and distributes auditory information tonotopically: the lowest frequencies to the deepest inserted electrode contact (for all CI brands a center frequency of about 200 Hz), the highest frequencies to the shallowest inserted electrode contact (8,000 Hz). The CI thereby mimics the tonotopy of auditory information of a normal ear. Patients with single-sided deafness (SSD) and a CI must fuse the electrical input from their CI with the acoustic input from their better ear. A possible mismatch in pitch between ears may have detrimental effects on the fusion of the signals from the two ears, which may limit performance [Buchman et al., 2014; Vermeire et al., 2015] .
As the electrical stimulus activates spiral ganglion cells and not the organ of Corti, the classical place-pitch relation [Greenwood, 1990] has been amended for CI stimulation [Dorman et al., 2007; Stakhovskaya et al., 2007; Landsberger et al., 2015] . In pitch matching experiments in SSD patients implanted with a CI, the perceived pitch is 1 to 2 octaves lower than the pitch predicted by the amended place-pitch relation [Boëx et al., 2006; Dorman et al., 2007; Baumann and Nobbe, 2006; Schatzer et al., 2014] . Some of this mismatch may be due to the fact that in several studies [Boëx et al., 2006; Baumann and Nobbe, 2006; Dorman et al., 2007; McDermott et al., 2009; Schatzer et al., 2014; Vermeire et al., 2008; Vermeire et al., 2015] the determination of the electrode array's position was inaccurate, due to the use of planar X-ray imaging [Xu et al., 2000] . Furthermore, the better ear in these patients was moderately or severely impaired, resulting in possible distorted pitch perception [Gaeth and Norris, 1965] .
In a previous paper, we described electric-acoustic pitch match experiments in ten patients with SSD and a CI [Peters et al., 2016] . In contrast to previous studies [Boëx et al., 2006; Dorman et al., 2007; Baumann and Nobbe, 2006; Schatzer et al., 2014] , we determined the insertion angle of the electrode array using high-resolution computed tomography (HRCT) scans by a semiautomatic in-house-developed method [Bennink et al., 2017] . This method yields better knowledge of the exact intracochlear electrode array position and insertion angles for specific electrode contacts compared to planar X-ray imaging. Additionally, we performed our experiments in a group of patients with near-normal hearing in their better ear, decreasing the risk of distorted pitch perception [Gaeth and Norris, 1965] . Even with these optimized methods, we also found a mismatch of about 2 octaves compared to the histological findings in human temporal bones by Stakhovskaya et al. [2007] . In our previous paper, we also explored if the mismatch was of influence on the performance on a phoneme recognition test and found that they were not correlated [Peters et al., 2016] .
In the current paper, we aimed to investigate if the type of electrode array design is of influence on the electricacoustic pitch match. We compared lateral wall electrode arrays and perimodiolar electrode arrays, with greater or smaller distance between the electrode array and spiral ganglion cells (located in the modiolus), respectively. The influence of the electrode array design in relation to performance has been investigated [Von Wallenberg and Briggs, 2014; Gibson and Boyd, 2016] : some authors concluded that a lateral wall electrode array led to better performance [O'Connell et al., 2016] , whereas others found that proximity to the modiolus (i.e., perimodiolar) is correlated with better performance [Holden et al., 2013; Esquia Medina et al., 2013; Van der Beek et al., 2005] . Van der Beek et al. [2005] hypothesized that with the electrode array closer to the modiolus, "spatial selectivity" is enhanced: electrode contacts in close proximity to the spiral ganglion cells have a better chance of stimulating a more narrow tonotopic region of the cochlea than electrode contacts that are located farther away. Consequently, there is a better discrimination between electrode contacts, which leads to improved speech perception [Holden et al., 2013] . Additionally, we performed a re-test after the initial experiment to investigate if the results of the electric-acoustic pitch match experiments are stable over time, like they were in the experiments conducted by Vermeire et al. [2015] .
Methods
A large part of the methods we used is identical to the methods that we detailed in Peters et al. [2016] . We will briefly repeat these methods and elaborate where new methods were used.
Patients
Fourteen patients with SSD and a CI participated in the current experiment, divided into two groups. The "CI422" group consisted of eight patients implanted with a CI with a lateral wall electrode array (Cochlear ® CI422 Slim Straight electrode array). The "CI512" group consisted of six patients implanted with a CI with a perimodiolar electrode array (Cochlear ® CI512 Contour Advance electrode array). All patients provided informed consent for participation in this study, which was ethically approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University Medical Center Utrecht (NL45288.041.13 and its later amendments). One of the inclusion criteria of the study is a pure tone average threshold in the better ear (PTA be ; 500, 1,000, 2,000, and 4,000 Hz) of maximum 30 dB HL in the better ear and of at least 70 dB HL in the poor ear. For details about other inclusion and exclusion criteria, see the study protocol [Peters et al., 2015] . All patient characteristics are summarized in Table 1 . All patients were tested twice, first after a median duration of 3.2 months after CI activation ("Test") and a second time after a median duration of 6.7 months after CI activation ("Re-test"). The average time between the Test and Re-test session was 4.3 months. Of the eight patients in the CI422 group, the data of the Test session of the first six patients were also presented in our previous paper [Peters et al., 2016] . In Figure 1 , the average hearing thresholds for the better ear are displayed per group for all frequencies (125-8,000 Hz). There was no significant difference between the PTA be of the CI422 group compared to the CI512 group (Mann-Whitney, p = 0.897).
All patients were satisfied with their CI and wore the device often, except patient (Pt) 8 (CI422 group with Pt 8: median use 8.8 h/day, without Pt 8: 12.1 h/day; CI512 group: 12.1 h/day). There was no significant difference between groups with or without Pt 8 (Mann-Whitney, p > 0.05). Pt 8 reported that she could not get used to the "shrill" and "electric" sound of the CI, even after many attempts to personalize the frequency mapping, including switching off several electrode contacts. She performed poorer than expected (Table 1 ). Nevertheless, she did participate in Test and Retest experiments. One year after implantation, she became a nonuser.
Cochlear Implants
The Cochlear ® CI422 has a Slim Straight electrode array, which is a lateral wall electrode array. The Cochlear ® CI512 has a Contour Advance electrode array, which is a perimodiolar electrode array. Both electrode array types consist of 22 electrode contacts: electrode contact number 1 (E1) is located most basally (high frequency tones) in the cochlea, and E22 is located most apically (low frequency tones). The allocated center frequencies per electrode contact are identical for the CI422 and the CI512. The dimensions of both electrode array types and the frequency allocation per electrode contact are depicted in Table 2 . Note that the CI512 Contour Advance electrode array (11.70 mm) is shorter than the CI422 Slim Straight electrode array (18.75 mm).
For some patients (2 patients in CI422 group, 2 patients in CI512 group), specific electrode contacts were switched off during CI rehabilitation because of high impedances. Consequently, the center frequencies of the remaining active electrode contacts differed from default because of the automatic reallocation (see online Suppl. Material 1 for frequency allocations per patient; see www.karger.com/doi/10.1159/000499154 for all online suppl. material). The geometric mean of the center frequencies per electrode contact of all patients is referred to as the "Cochlear reference line" in this paper.
Stimuli and Experimental Design
The experiments took place in an acoustically insulated, singlewalled and internally heavily damped room (IAC Acoustics GmbH, Niederkrüchten, Germany), with noise reduction coefficient > 0.8, inside a custom-built already quiet room. To be able to use the data from our previous experiment [Peters et al., 2016] , we used the same electric and acoustic stimuli in this experiment. In short, we electrically stimulated five electrode contacts separately (E3, E7, E11, E15, E19) four times in all patients at a comfortable level (C-level of the most frequently used program). The electric stimulus consisted of a continuously repeated biphasic pulse train (pulse duration 25 µs, pulse repetition rate 900 Hz, train duration 5,000 ms) followed by a silent interval of 200 ms. The acoustic PTA, pure tone average (500, 1,000, 2,000, and 4,000 Hz). * CVC, consonant-vowel-consonant phoneme score at 3 months after CI activation for the CI ear only (better ear masked with masking noise). Patient 1 (Pt 1) had a PTA of the better ear of 30.0 dB HL at time of inclusion, but his hearing slightly deteriorated. stimuli consisted of pure tones, generated by a clinical audiometer and presented from a loudspeaker at 110 cm height (head level in seated position) and 130 cm distance in front of the patient. The manually presented acoustic stimuli had a minimum duration of 500 ms. For the first run of measurements per electrode, we adjusted the level of a 1-kHz acoustic tone (median 60 dB HL, range 50-65 dB HL) to match it to the loudness of the electric stimulus in the CI ear (C-level of the most frequently used program). In this range (50-65 dB HL), the influence of loudness on pitch perception is negligible [Strange, 1955] . The task was to compare the pitch of two acoustic stimuli to the pitch of the electric stimulus and select the acoustic stimulus with greatest similarity in pitch. The difference between the two acoustic tones gradually decreased (2 octaves to 1 / 8 octave), to end at the acoustic stimulus with a pitch "the most similar" to the pitch of the electric stimulus. We then calculated the geometric mean of the matched frequencies per electrode contact per patient ("pitch match").
Place-versus-Pitch Mismatch in

Insertion Angle of CI Electrode Array
The intracochlear electrode array position was imaged using postoperative HRCT scans. Image acquisition and analysis are detailed in Bennink et al. [2017] . In short, each HRCT scan was filtered, and a 3D bounding box was manually positioned on the cochlea, in which the centerline of the electrode array was automatically tracked. The variation in CT values along this centerline was used to determine the electrode contact positions. The correlation of the CI geometry, as described in Table 2 , with the variation in CT values was calculated at varying positions along the centerline. Since the CI512 is a pre-shaped perimodiolar implant, the correlation was also calculated for a varying stretch (0 to 15%) with respect to its specified dimensions, whereas for the CI422, a compression (0 to 10%) was allowed. The results were visually verified on a 4-mm-thick reformatted projection of the scan, and another The upper and lower border frequencies of the frequency bands per electrode contact are depicted (identical for both types of electrode arrays), as well as its calculated geometric center frequency (Hz). Below, specified per CI type, the location of the center of electrode contact 1 (E1) is set to 0.00 and the distance to the center of the previous electrode contact is depicted (millimeters), as well as the cumulative distance from the center of E1. local optimum was chosen if the global optimum was found to be incorrect. The transformation of the resulting CT coordinates to a cylindrical coordinate system (insertion angle, radius, elevation) requires fitting a plane through the basal turn of the cochlea and the manual selection of two reference points [Verbist et al., 2010a] . The selection of these two reference points, i.e., the top of the modiolus and the most lateral point of the horizontal semicircular canal, was carried out by an experienced radiologist. The top of the modiolus defines the center of the cylindrical coordinate system, whereas the line between the two reference points defines the -34.6° angle with respect to the position of the round window [Verbist et al., 2010b] .
With knowledge of the insertion angle per electrode contact for all patients (see online Suppl. Material 1), we could calculate the predicted frequency using the Stakhovskaya histology results [Stakhovskaya et al., 2007;  Table 3 ]. This predicted frequency is referred to as the "Stakhovskaya reference line" in this paper.
We expressed the intracochlear electrode array insertion as insertion angle instead of insertion depth, because the size of the cochlea may differ amongst patients [Stakhovskaya et al., 2007; Erixon et al., 2013; Van der Marel et al., 2014] and the intracochlear position of the electrode array may lead to different insertion angles for identical insertion depths.
Data Analysis
We compared the mismatch between the pitch matches of our patients to the Stakhovskaya reference line and the Cochlear reference line. We analyzed this per group (CI422 and CI512) and per experiment (Test and Re-test). A 2-sided one sample t test was used to test if the pitch matches per electrode contact differed significantly from the reference lines. For between-group comparisons, the Mann-Whitney U test was used; for within-group comparisons, the Wilcoxon signed rank test was used.
Additionally, we checked if a correlation existed between the mismatch and the patient characteristics listed in Table 1 (age, duration of deafness, experience with CI, PTA be ). Finally, we also checked if there was a correlation between the mismatch and the performance on a speech recognition task (consonant-vowel-consonant (CVC) phoneme recognition scores 3 months after CI activation for the CI-ear only; better ear masked with speech-shaped noise, presented via an insert earphone, at a speech-to-masking level ratio of -10 dB or worse) (see Table 1 ). The standard Dutch CVC phoneme recognition task was used, in which eleven CVC words with 33 phonemes per list are presented [Bosman and Smoorenburg, 1995] . The lists were presented in a free field condition at 65 dB SPL. Two lists were presented in order to improve measurement accuracy of the CVC score.
Data analysis was performed using SPSS Statistics software version 22. A p value of < 0.05 was considered statistically significant. Figure 2a shows the radius (distance from electrode contact to the modiolus axis) relative to the insertion angle per group. The CI512 electrode array is shorter than the CI422 electrode array (dimensions presented in Table  2 ) and thus shallower inserted in the cochlea. The median insertion angle of E22 for the CI512 group is 307.3°, whereas the median insertion angle of E22 for the CI422 group is 399.7°. The radius of the CI512 electrode array is smaller than the radius of the CI422 electrode array for corresponding electrode contacts, which can be attributed to the preformed curvature of the CI512 electrode array.
Results
Intracochlear Electrode Array Position
In Figure 2b , the elevation of the electrode contacts from the basal turn of the cochlea is plotted versus insertion angle per group. Again, we can observe that the CI512 electrode array is shorter and shallower inserted. Because of its shorter length, it does not reach as high into the second cochlear turn as does the CI422 electrode array (averaged maximum elevation of E22 for CI512 group: 0.37 mm, for CI422 group: 1.06 mm).
Insertion angles showed great variability in our population, not only between groups, but also between individual patients. The electrode array of Pt 8 (CI422 group) was inserted very shallow (insertion angle E22: 235.0°), resulting in 4-5 electrode contacts positioned outside the cochlea. This may have contributed to her poor performance, dissatisfaction, and finally becoming a non-user. Because E3 was positioned outside the cochlea, we did not use the insertion angle of this electrode contact for this patient in our calculations. In contrast, the electrode array of Pt 14 (CI512 group) was positioned deep in the cochlea, with E22 positioned at 421.4° (relatively deep for CI512 group). For all individual data on insertion angles per electrode contact, please see online Suppl. Material 1.
Pitch Match
In total, we presented 8,169 comparisons to fourteen patients in two experiments consisting of four runs on five electrode contacts, resulting in a mean (± standard deviation) of 14.8 ± 3.6 comparisons per patient per run per electrode contact per experiment. For a closer inspection of all individual measurements, please see online Suppl. Material 1. Like in our previous experiment [Peters et al., 2016] , we noticed that the task was often difficult for patients. The difficulty of the task may have contributed to the observed large intra-and intersubject variability, which is comparable to our previous observations. As discussed in our previous report, we again observed no octave ambiguities (in a two-tone comparison, octave ambiguity is the identification by a listener of a higher harmonic as the fundamental tone, which means that a frequency at integer multiple value of fundamental fre-Audiol Neurotol 2019;24:38-48 DOI: 10.1159/000499154 quency is confounded with the fundamental frequency itself), which is also concordant with other series [Baumann and Nobbe, 2006; Rader et al., 2016] .
In Figure 3 , the averaged pitch matches per group and per experiment are depicted for electrode contacts E3, E7, E11, E15, and E19. The logarithmic vertical axis shows the frequency and also denotes musical tones (e.g., A4 = 440 Hz), whereas the linear horizontal axis shows the insertion angle (degrees) of the electrode array. The two black lines represent the Stakhovskaya reference line and the Cochlear reference line. The averaged pitch matches for CI422 (blue) and CI512 (orange) are presented, split for experiments Test (solid line) and Re-test (dashed line). For the details of the coordinates of the two reference lines, see online Suppl. Material 1. As expected by the tonotopic organization of the cochlea and the programming of the CI, we observed that the frequency of the pitch matches decreased with increasing insertion angle (i.e., towards the apex of the cochlea). Again, we can observe that the insertion of the CI512 electrode array is shallower than the insertion of the CI422 electrode array. For both groups, there is a significant difference ("mismatch") between the averaged data points per electrode contact (Test and Re-test experiments) and the Stakhovskaya reference line (2-sided one sample t test, p < 0.001; for complete statistics, see online Suppl. Material 2). Compared to the Cochlear reference line, the CI422 group differs statistically significantly on all electrode contacts (p < 0.005), whereas the difference for the CI512 group is not statistically significant for E15 and E19 (at insertion angles of 230.17° and 284.56°, respectively; p > 0.05). Importantly, the average mismatch of the CI512 When inserted, the radius (distance from electrode contact to modiolus axis) of the CI512 electrode array is smaller than the radius of the CI422 electrode array at the same insertion angle. The electrode array of the CI512 is shorter than the CI422 electrode array (see also group is smaller than the average mismatch of the CI422 group.
Mismatch
To easily compare the two groups per electrode contact, we expressed the mismatch in octaves compared to the Stakhovskaya reference line (by definition 0 on the y axis in Figure 4 ; data relative to Cochlear reference not shown). We calculated the average mismatch relative to the references for all electrode contacts (E3, E7, E11, E15, and E19) for both experiments (Test and Re-test) per group. The average mismatch relative to the Stakhovskaya reference is -2.2 octaves for the CI422 group and -1.3 octaves for the CI512 group (relative to the Cochlear reference: -1.4 octaves and -0.5, respectively). Figure 4 . Figure 4 .
Between-Group Comparisons
For all electrode contacts together, there is a significant difference between the mismatches of the two groups (Mann-Whitney, p < 0.005). When taking individual electrode contacts into account, there is no statistically significant difference between the groups for Test or Retest (p > 0.14) for E3, E7, and E19. For E11, there is a significant difference between the two groups for both Test and Re-test (p < 0.05). For E15, the difference between the two groups is statistically significant for Re-test (p = 0.013) but not for Test (p = 0.108), indicated with black asterisks in Figure 4 .
Correlations
Due to the limited amount of data, correlations between patient characteristics and observed mismatch are of limited meaning, but our curiosity prevailed. We averaged the mismatch for all electrode contacts and for Test and Re-test experiments per patient. There were no correlations between the observed mismatches and patient characteristics age, duration of deafness, and experience with CI (maximum R 2 : 0.191, p > 0.05). There was a significant correlation between the observed mismatch and PTA be for the CI512 group (R 2 : 0.8259, p = 0.012) as well as for the CI422 group (R 2 : 0.6342, p < 0.05) (Fig. 5a ). In this analysis we excluded outlier Pt 8 (green data point in Fig. 5a ). For all patients (including Pt 8), the effect was also significant (R 2 : 0.3560, p = 0.024). For both groups, there was no significant correlation between mismatch and the CVC phoneme recognition score (CI422 group R 2 : 0.1709, p > 0.05; CI512 group R 2 : 0.2248, p > 0.05) ( Fig. 5b ; Pt 8 [green data point] was excluded again). For all patients including Pt 8, there was no significant correlation either (R 2 : 0.2737, p > 0.05). For complete statistical analyses, see online Suppl. Material 2.
Discussion
In this study, we compared the results of electricacoustic pitch match experiments of patients with a CI422 and a lateral wall electrode array and patients with a CI512 and a perimodiolar electrode array. Because of its shorter length, the CI512 electrode array is inserted shallower than the longer CI422 electrode array, but it is positioned closer to the modiolus axis due to its preformed curvature. We found average mismatches relative to the Stakhovskaya reference of -2.2 octaves for the CI422 group and -1.3 octaves for the CI512 group (relative to the Cochlear reference: -1.4 octaves and -0.5 octaves, respectively). For any given electrode contact, the mismatch to the two references was smaller for the CI512 electrode array than for the CI422 electrode array. For all electrode contacts together, there was a significant difference between the mismatches of the two groups. Results remained stable over time, with no significant difference 5 . a Mismatch (octaves) versus pure tone average of the better ear (PTA be ) (dB HL). There was a significant correlation between the observed mismatch and PTA be for the CI512 group as well as for the CI422 group. Patient 8 (Pt 8, green dot) was excluded from this analysis. For all patients, the effect was also significant. b Mismatch (octaves) versus the score on a consonant-vowel-consonant (CVC) phoneme recognition task, 3 months after CI activation for the CI ear only. For both groups, there was no significant correlation between mismatch and the CVC phoneme score. Pt 8 (green dot) was excluded from this analysis. For all patients, the effect was also not significant. DOI: 10.1159/000499154 between Test and Re-test experiments considering all electrode contacts. Neither group showed a significant correlation between the mismatch and CVC phoneme recognition score.
Observed Mismatch
Like in our previous report [Peters et al., 2016] , the task appeared to be hard for the patients. They had difficulty matching the pitch of the acoustic stimulus to the pitch of the electric stimulus, partly because the stimuli sounded different. The difficulty of the task may have contributed to the observed large intra-and intersubject variability (see online Suppl. Material 1). Although pitch matching and pitch fusion experiments involve different tasks, it is conceivable that the outcome variability observed in this study is related to the earlier reported finding that patients can experience broad binaural pitch fusion between the CI ear and the better ear, equal to bilateral CI users, bilateral hearing aid users, and bimodal CI users [Reiss et al., 2014; Reiss et al., 2017a; Reiss et al., 2017b] . In spite of the task difficulty, the average results were stable over the observed time (average interval between Test and Re-test experiments was 4.3 months) for both groups. The good reproducibility is in line with the only other report investigating electric-acoustic pitch matches over time [Vermeire et al., 2015] .
The average mismatch to the Stakhovskaya reference line was -2.2 octaves for the CI422 group and -1.3 octaves for the CI512 group. The difference in mismatch may partly be attributed to the distance to the modiolus, which is, for any given electrode (Fig. 2a) , shorter for a perimodiolar electrode array compared to a lateral wall electrode array. The range of observed mismatches is in line with our previous report (-2.0 octaves for 10 SSD patients with CI422 [Peters et al., 2016] ), and also concordant with other series evaluating various CI types in SSD patients [Boëx et al., 2006; Dorman et al., 2007; Baumann and Nobbe, 2006; Schatzer et al., 2014; Vermeire et al., 2015] . There are several other explanations proposed for the observed mismatch, including methodological shortcomings in the pitch matching procedures [Devocht et al., 2015] , tonotopical reorganization after CI activation [McDermott et al., 2009; Vermeire et al., 2015] , the electrical current between the electrode contacts and the extracochlear reference electrode following the trajectory of least resistance, which may differ from the histologically observed radial fiber trajectories [Peters et al., 2016; Stakhovskaya et al., 2007] , and finally the degree of contralateral residual hearing [Vermeire et al., 2008] . One paper observed no mismatch between their electric-acoustic pitch match comparisons and the Stakhovskaya reference line [Carlyon et al., 2010] . They only used data that remained after so-called "sanity checks" of the experiments: presumably unreliable pitch match data were discarded. As we pointed out earlier in this paragraph and in our previous paper [Peters et al., 2016] , we observed a large intra-and intersubject variability. We feel it is important to report all measurements and thereby present this variability and chose not to discard any data.
Remember that the audiograms of the two groups were similar (Fig. 1) , and thus hearing threshold differences in the better ear cannot explain the difference in mismatch between the two groups. Psychoacoustic experiments in patients with asymmetric hearing loss showed that highfrequency hearing loss distorts pitch coding for pure tones with a frequency in the hearing loss range [Gaeth and Norris, 1965] , resulting in pathologic hearing (diplacusis). In normal hearing subjects, the pitch of a pure tone may differ slightly between ears [Reiss et al., 2017a] , but a fused single pitch is perceived in bilateral stimulation. Then, in the frequency range of the hearing loss, the pitch perceived in the poor ear is lower than the pitch perceived in the better ear and becomes lower as the hearing loss increases. Translated to our experiment, the pitch perceived in the better ear is lower when the hearing loss is bigger and concomitantly the mismatch will decrease, while the CI-evoked pitch for a specific electrode contact is constant. This could explain the correlation we detected between the mismatch and PTA be (Fig. 5a) , that is, with increasing hearing loss, the mismatch becomes smaller. We investigated a group of SSD patients with moderate (mainly high-frequency) hearing loss; when comparing our mismatch results to the results of groups with severe to profound (high-frequency) hearing loss [Boex et al., 2006; Dorman et al., 2007; Baumann and Nobbe, 2006; Schatzer et al., 2014; Vermeire et al., 2015] , the mismatch found is about equal. Apparently, the effects of distorted pitch perception due to high-frequency hearing loss are small compared to those of the, still unknown, cause(s) of the mismatch.
Intracochlear Electrode Array Position
For both groups, we observed a large variance between maximum insertion angles of the most apical electrode contact (deepest and shallowest insertion of E22 in CI422 group: 537° and 235° [median 399.7°], whereas in CI512 group 421° and 242° [median 307.3°]). The large variation in insertion depth was also reported by Landsberger et al. [2015] . In contrast, they found a median insertion angle of the most apical electrode con-Audiol Neurotol 2019;24:38-48 DOI: 10.1159/000499154 tact of the Contour Advance electrode array of 375°, which is deeper than the median insertion angle of 307.3° in our study.
Some colleagues state that deeper insertion leads to improved speech perception [Zhou et al., 2016; Buchman et al., 2014] , whereas others disagree [ Van der Marel et al., 2015] . A similar debate continues about the position of the electrode array: some argue that a lateral wall electrode array leads to better performance [O'Connell et al., 2016] , whereas others found that a perimodiolar position of the electrode array is correlated with better performance [Holden et al., 2013; Esquia Medina et al., 2013; Van der Beek et al., 2005] . In our study, we found a smaller pitch mismatch for the CI512 perimodiolar electrode array compared to the CI422 lateral wall electrode array.
Methodological Considerations
We presented the first series in which we investigated electric-acoustic pitch matches between two electrode array types in patients with SSD. Our patients have good hearing in their better ear, not resulting in a distorted pitch perception [Gaeth and Norris, 1965] . Furthermore, we determined the insertion angle based on HRCT scans by a semiautomatic method [Bennink et al., 2017] , with which we could also determine radius and elevation of the electrode contacts.
There are also limitations of our approach. First, we did not match the loudness at all acoustic frequencies that we tested. This would have resulted in too much patient effort and thus compromise the willingness of patients to participate. Consequently, in our current results, the pitch matches may have been influenced by (mainly highfrequency) hearing loss in the better ear. However, we know that the influence of loudness on pitch perception is negligible in the tested range (50-65 dB HL) [Strange, 1955] . Second, there was a small sample size (CI422 group: n = 8, CI512 group: n = 6). Third, the intracochlear position of the electrode array in Pt 8 was very shallow, resulting in 4-5 disabled basal electrode contacts. Consequently, we did not consider E3 in this patient. Fourth, our semiautomatic method to determine intracochlear electrode array position did not allow us to determine if a scalar shift of the electrode array had occurred, which may also be of influence on performance and possibly mismatch [Shaul et al., 2018 ]. Finally, we tested performance using a CVC phoneme recognition score only. Since this is not a test for binaural hearing, other tests might be required to determine performance in this population.
Implications of Findings
In our previous report [Peters et al., 2016] , we argued that the results of pitch matching experiments should be interpreted with caution: observed mismatches should not necessarily lead to adaptation of the default frequency allocation settings, since we did not observe a correlation between mismatch and performance. This was in contrast to evidence pointing in the direction that it is important to deliver auditory information at the correct cochlear place [Oxenham et al., 2004; Zhou et al., 2016; Reiss et al., 2016] . Possibly, reorganization of the neural system to the new frequency-place situation [Eggermont, 2017] may result in little impact of mismatch on performance. In our present study, we found that the pitch mismatch was smaller for the perimodiolar electrode array than for the lateral wall electrode array. However, our study is limited by a small number of patients per group. Therefore, we cannot draw conclusions regarding implications for clinicians and patients.
Conclusion
We found average mismatches relative to the Stakhovskaya reference of -2.2 octaves for the CI422 group and -1.3 octaves for the CI512 group (relative to the Cochlear reference: -1.4 octaves and -0.5 octaves, respectively). For any given electrode contact, the mismatch to the two references was smaller for the CI512 electrode array than for the CI422 electrode array. For all electrode contacts together, there was a significant difference between the mismatches of the two groups. Results remained stable over time (average interval between Test and Re-test experiments: 4.3 months), with no significant difference between Test and Re-test experiments considering all electrode contacts. Neither group showed a significant correlation between the mismatch and CVC phoneme recognition score.
